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Gender pay gap reporting

> Theresa May introduced this legal requirement when Prime Minister
to tackle the “burning injustice” of gender pay inequality and
declared that it was time to junk “outdated gender stereotypes”
> April 2018 was the deadline for the first submission of gender pay gap
reporting for 2017-2018
> What’s really good is that the need to report has made us talk about
the gender pay gap (and other gaps) much more in the UK – see
above graph from Google Trends
> So, what can 5+ years of gender pay gap reporting tell us?
Google Trends search: https://trends.google.com/trends/explore?date=all&geo=GB&q=gender%20pay%20gap

How is the pay gap calculated?
>
>
>
>

First, calculate the hourly pay of all employees
Then, to calculate the Median pay gap…
Put all the men in a line and pick the middle one = £11 say
Put all the women in a line and pick the middle one = £10 say

> Gender Pay Gap = (£11-£10)/£11 = 9% (NB Calculation is sexist as women tend to be paid less!)
> +ve figure = Women paid less than men …in UK, -ve figure = Women paid more than men
> The reason the median gender pay gap is low in, say, storage is because the comparison is of the
pay of male and female medians who both tend to be operatives

> The Mean pay is what you normally think of as the average (add all the hourly pay together and
divide by the total number of men or women to get each average), and then calculate the gap
Gender pay gap data – individual companies and data download by year: https://gender-pay-gap.service.gov.uk/

Where did things start?
> First year of gender pay gap reporting

7% of cos paid
women more
on both
17% of logistics
measures cos paid women

more on both
measures

75% of cos paid
men more on
both measures

69% of logistics cos
paid men more on
both measures

Where are things now?
> Most recent full year of reporting

75% of cos paid men
more on both
measures – no change!
64% of logistics
cos paid men
more on both
measures reduction of 5%

7% of cos paid women
more on both
measures – no change
13% of logistics cos paid
women more on both
measures – reduction of 4%

Pay attention to the scales
before we leave this slide!

Big logistics co pay gap change: no single story
> Note – the scales on the two axes are a very small subset compared with the previous two slides!

> This slide also illustrates some of the issues in looking at this data…

What makes analysis difficult? What’s not included?
Deciding what SIC codes
count as logistics + SIC
codes self-chosen: eg
DHL, Wincanton…

There are bands for
number of employees,
but not the exact number,
making proper weighted
statistics impossible to
calculate

Companies come and
go, merge and demerge,
buy other companies,
change size, change
name: eg XPO / GXO

Recognised brands are
included in a parent
company or multiple
reporting for different
subsidiaries: eg Culina

There are funnies in the
data – nil entries, wrong
entries, misspelling…

Pay gap reporting is only
required for companies
over 250 people, but
79% of transport &
storage premises have
less than 5 employees*

*The ONS periodically publishes statistics by occupation from surveys –
averages across the whole nation across companies of all sizes:
https://www.ons.gov.uk/employmentandlabourmarket/peopleinwork/
earningsandworkinghours/bulletins/genderpaygapintheuk/2021

Retaining & upskilling – what can we learn?
> The gender pay gap reporting doesn’t tell us anything about retention …but we can make
deductions about increases or decreases in the number of women in logistics
> We can’t learn about upskilling as such …but we can see how the proportion of women in the top
quartile of logistics companies is changing
> But first, a proviso: The top quartile is not nuanced enough for logistics or for many other sectors
– we can’t see what is going on right at the top:

Big logistics co % female change: some improvement
> And across all
logistics cos for
which there was
both 2017-18
and 2021-22
data…
> 65% had
increased the
proportion of
women in the
company, and
> 58% had
increased the
proportion of
women in the
top quartile

Closest to ‘target’ for 2021-2*
> My criteria for the list below:
> Both median and mean pay gaps less than 7.5% - either way (a pay gap in favour of women is
no fairer than a pay gap in favour of men)
> AND max two thirds of one sex in the company, either way (again, balance is best)
> AND max two thirds of one sex in the top quartile, again either way

> Then there are are also companies which have made substantial progress in one or more area,
which include: Warrens Warehousing Group, White & Co and DSV Solutions

> Although note: My ‘story’ about Badly Balanced Limited, an imaginary company which still
managed to come in ok on most stats despite being badly balanced! Link on final page

Why is diversity important?

> Catalyst is a global non-profit supported by many of the
world’s most powerful CEOs and leading companies to help
build workplaces that work for women
= market value of a company divided by its assets' replacement cost
> These links contain links to c100 articles and studies, inc
supporting all the financial performance benefits indicated:
> https://www.catalyst.org/research/why-diversity-and-inclusion-matter/
> https://www.catalyst.org/research/why-diversity-and-inclusion-matter-financial-performance/

What are logistics companies doing about it?
> Committing to action seems to work…
> Clipper has increased its % of females, both
generally and in the top quartile
> And perhaps DSV Solutions success in increasing the
number of females in its top quartile is in part down
to some past Panalpina initiatives?

!!!

What should you do?
Take an interest in your company and any you might be thinking of joining – not
just the figures but the actions
Question what’s happening: Is it right? Why’s it like that? Is it changing?

X

Don’t judge without analysis – getting worse may be getting better!
Be supportive where good initiatives are being taken – is your company shouting
about them?
Challenge where appropriate

Thank you, and any
questions?
Kirsten Tisdale FCILT
http://www.aricia.ltd.uk/diversity.aspx

